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                                                 20% of Nigeria's private hospitals shut down on crippling operating costs — Healthcare providers  
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                                                 Eid-el-Fitr: DSS calls for security alert at prayer grounds  
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                                                The Department of State Services (DSS) has urged Nigerians, especially Muslims, to remain security conscious at prayer grounds across the...
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                                                …queries how project got design, right of way in 7 months Former Vice President Atiku Abubakar and presidential candidate of...
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                                                 Meet Abiodun Adegoke: The 7-foot-11-inch Nigerian Basketball prospect with NBA dreams  
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                                                     27 minutes ago 
                                                

                                                Abiodun Adegoke, a Nigerian basketball player with a remarkable height of 7 feet 11 inches, has captured the internet’s attention...
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                                                     Anthony Nlebem  
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                                                Liverpool entered the latest round of Premier League fixtures atop the table, but a chaotic draw against Manchester United saw...
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                                                     Chinwe Michael  
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                                                Startups have begun to embrace mergers to survive funding shortages and economic headwinds. According to a report by Briter Bridges,...
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                                                Recently, Access Holdings Plc released its audited Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements for the year ended December 31, 2023. In...
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									The Federal Government has used part of the Nigerian Treasury Bills (NTBs) and Bonds issued in 2024 to pay Ways...
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									The Federal Government has unveiled plans to launch a multipurpose national identity card. The identity solution would provide payment capability...
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										Nigeria’s stock market, which enjoyed a strong first quarter with returns exceeding 39 percent, is expected to face headwinds in.../p>
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										Stock market sustains bearish sentiment in new week
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										The bearish sentiment seen lately at the Nigerian equities market continued on Monday April 8, as more investors stayed on.../p>
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								Seven arguments for sacking Man United's Ten Hag

								
									Anthony Nlebem
									 Apr 08, 2024 
								

								In his debut season at Manchester United, Erik ten Hag enjoyed success, securing a third-placed finish and clinching the Carabao...
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								The most expensive cakes in the world

								
									Chigozirim Enyinnia
									 Apr 06, 2024 
								

								Cakes have always been a symbol of celebration and indulgence. From birthdays to weddings, they bring joy and delight to...
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								Fall and rise of 48-year-old Sim Shagaya, brain behind Miva Open University, uLesson Group

								
									Chioma Onuh
									 Apr 06, 2024 
								

								Sim Shagaya is a Nigerian media and technology entrepreneur and the brilliant mind behind Miva Open University. He has left...
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								10 affordable countries to live your dream life as a retiree - Forbes

								
									Chioma Onuh
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								For anyone seeking a more affordable way of life or those wishing to escape the daily grind, societal pressures, this...
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								Recently, Access Holdings Plc released its audited Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements for the year ended December 31, 2023. In...
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								Stanbic IBTC says capable of raising N138bn in capital shortfall

								
									Iheanyi Nwachukwu
									 Apr 09, 2024 
								

								The management of Stanbic IBTC Holdings Plc is sure it will comfortably raise the N138 billion in capital shortfall for...
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								Africa’s private capital deals drop for first time in 7 years

								
									Folake Balogun
									 Apr 09, 2024 
								

								The total private capital deal in Africa dropped for the first time in seven years, according to the latest African...
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								Afreximbank's total assets rise 20% in one year

								
									Hope Moses-Ashike
									 Apr 09, 2024 
								

								The total assets of the African Export-Import Bank (Afreximbank) grew by 20.12 percent to $33.5 billion last year from $27.9...
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								Medic West Africa drove $46.8m value to healthcare in 11yrs - director

								
									Temitayo Ayetoto-Oladehinde
									 Apr 08, 2024 
								

								As Africa embraces advancements from the fourth industrial revolution, Medic West Africa, the region’s leading healthcare trade event, connects key...
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								How 19yrs old Okechukwu is building successful accessories business

								
									Charles Ogwo
									 Apr 08, 2024 
								

								It is not always easy to combine schooling and business, but for Okechukwu Victor Chiemere, a 19-year-old software engineering student...
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								Nigeria will struggle to compete without services export policy to prioritise investments – Madu

								
									Amaka Anagor-Ewuzie
									 Apr 07, 2024 
								

								Obiora Madu is an export consultant and director general of the African Centre for Supply. He recently launched a book...
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								The biggest asset of entrepreneurs is how they see things –Tade

								
									Daniel Obi
									 Apr 06, 2024 
								

								Tade Cash is a massive wealth creator, a business educator and an entrepreneur. He recently engaged with business startups on...
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								Meet Omobayo Godwin, the new Edo deputy governor

								
									Iwok Iniobong
									 Apr 08, 2024 
								

								Omobayo Godwin, newly appointed deputy governor of Edo State was sworn in on Monday after the impeachment of Philip Shaibu,...
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								I can't entertain the public with deep family issues, AY speaks up on marriage breakup

								
									Chioma Onuh
									 Apr 07, 2024 
								

								Ayo Makun, a popular comedian better known as AY has revealed that he is having a marital crisis. He made...
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								Air Peace’s cabin crew’s traditional Isi Agu attire excites Nigerians

								
									Chigozirim Enyinnia
									 Apr 07, 2024 
								

								Air Peace, Nigeria’s leading airline made waves in the aviation industry recently with a bold and culturally significant statement. As...
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								Why Nigeria continues to lag South Africa in music revenues

								
									Anthony Udugba
									 Apr 06, 2024 
								

								In 2023, South Africa accounted for 77.0 percent of the total music revenue from the Sub-Saharan African (SSA) region, according...
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								Meet Abiodun Adegoke: The 7-foot-11-inch Nigerian Basketball prospect with NBA dreams

								
									Anthony Nlebem
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								Abiodun Adegoke, a Nigerian basketball player with a remarkable height of 7 feet 11 inches, has captured the internet’s attention...
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								Premier League Title Race: Top writers pick winner among Arsenal, Liverpool and Man City

								
									Anthony Nlebem
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								Liverpool entered the latest round of Premier League fixtures atop the table, but a chaotic draw against Manchester United saw...
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								Shakeup at Man United as football director Murtough resigns

								
									Anthony Nlebem
									 Apr 09, 2024 
								

								Manchester United‘s football director, John Murtough, has announced his departure at  at Old Trafford after over a decade of service. This...
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								Real Madrid vs Man City: Ancelotti admits pre-match nervousness

								
									Anthony Nlebem
									 Apr 09, 2024 
								

								Ahead of the highly anticipated Uefa Champions League clash between Real Madrid and Manchester City, Carlo Ancelotti admits he is...
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								South Africa approves digital nomad visa for foreign skilled workers

								
									Bethel Olujobi
									 Apr 06, 2024 
								

								South Africa has approved the enactment of its digital nomad visa regulations, extending the right to work to foreign skilled...
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								Top six tourism destinations in Africa by revenue post Covid
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								As the haze of the COVID-19 pandemic cleared, global economies tallied their losses, with border closures and movement restrictions dealing...
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								South African prosecutors on Thursday charged former National Assembly speaker Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula with corruption and money laundering, a day after...
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								Meet the Nigerians to speak at the Forbes Under 30 Summit Africa

								
									Bethel Olujobi
									 Apr 03, 2024 
								

								Six Nigerians have been confirmed as speakers at the Forbes Under 30 Summit Africa in May. The summit, set to...
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								El Salvador offers free passports to 5000 overseas skilled workers

								
									Bethel Olujobi
									 Apr 08, 2024 
								

								Nayib Bukele, the President of El Salvador has announced that the government is offering 5000 free passports to overseas skilled...
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								Two passenger planes collide at Heathrow Airport

								
									BusinessDay
									 Apr 08, 2024 
								

								A Virgin Atlantic plane crashed into a British Airways jet at Heathrow Airport, sparking a huge emergency service response on...
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								Pelumi Nubi, who drove from London to Nigeria gets hero welcome

								
									Bethel Olujobi
									 Apr 07, 2024 
								

								Pelumi Nubi, a British Nigerian who drove for 68 days from London, UK has finally arrived Lagos. The 28 year...
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								More than 100 inmates die in DR Congo’s prisons so far in 2024 - UN

								
									Wasiu Alli
									 Apr 07, 2024 
								

								A United Nation human rights official has said that over 100 inmates have died so far since the start of...
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